
Wx4.org note: The following comments and documents  were posted at TrainOrders.com on 
10-26-2014.

"High Speed Sunday - Main Line of Mid-America Style"
Author: Englewood

IC had a 100 mph limit in the timetable for approximately 125 miles through Illinois. Since the
key to fast timing is sustained high speed running there are few permanent speed restrictions.
Double track, current of traffic operation meant no time lost meeting opposing trains.









Note the speed restrictions for dispatching mail on the bottom of page 13. 

I have included Special Instruction 1217 on page 19 for the benefit of those who enjoy the finer 
points of train handling.









On the Champaign District the IC had a two aspect cab signal system that displayed either 
Clear or Restricting. There were no wayside signals except the home signals at interlockings. 
The IC mounted a number plate on the signal instrument case where an automatic signal would 
have normally been located to indicate where a new signal circuit (“a loop” in IC terminology) 
began. Adequate stopping distance was provided by having the cab signal drop to Red at the 
location where the train would have encountered a Yellow in normal wayside ABS territory.







Instructions for ATS operation are on page 16. One source of confusion among railfans is the 
lack of a standard naming convention for the various train control devices on the market. ATS 
on the IC was not the same as ATS on the AT&SF, etc. 

The down side of not having wayside signals was that in case of an equipment failure an 
absolute block had to be maintained in advance of the train. 

My only experience with the IC cab signaling was on Amtrak. I don’t think there was any 
speed control on IC engines, so the engineer could use his judgment on how much air to set 
and when to set it after the cab signal dropped to Restricting. I assume there was some type of 
acknowledging device that would make a service application if not acknowledged by the 
engineer. I remember a conversation with an ICG RFE in which he stated that if the cab signal 
dropped to Restricting at the start of a “loop” the men would tend to take it as the Approach that 
would have been encountered in normal ABS territory. He tried to dissuade them from 
operating on assumptions. Amtrak engines had speed control that cut in when the cab signals 
cut in, relieving the engineman of any judgment or assumptions. If any of you had first hand 
experience with the IC cab signals on IC engines, please provide corrections or amplifications.







IC diagrams of some tools of the trade geared for 117 MPH.
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